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ABSTR;A,CT OF THESIS
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THERAPEUTIC SEF.VICES
INTO THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM
NANCY WALL
SPRING, T994
Severely emotionally disturhed (SeO) children have
significant needs in regards to services which herp
maintain them in the community. rn Lhe past decade the
federal governmenE has mandated that coilrmunities develop
innovative ways to bring effective, individualized.
services to children in the least restrictive
environment t.hrough the col-Iaboration of agency
services. The implementat,ion of therapeutic services
into the puhlic school system, also known as schoor-
based day treatment, has been one response to this
mandate. This study will look at the history of
treatraent Lo SED children in several settings, the goals
and objectives to bringing day Lreatment. into a school
setting, the sErengths and limitations of such a program
and reconrmendations to assure it's success. This
research examines the development of schooJ-based day
treatment policy and the implementation of the program
in a MinnesoEa county school system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
BACKGROIIND OF PROBLEM
In the pasL decade there has been a major shift in
how services are delivered to severely emotionally
disturbed ( SBp) children and their families. ( Petr &
Spano, 1990) This shift was partially a result, of 1980
statistics Ehat claimed that Lhere were over two million
SED children in t,he United States who were noL receiving
appropriaLe or adequate services. (Lourie & Katz-Lear4r,
1991) These sEatistics directly influenced the National
InsEituEe of Mental Health (NIMII) initiation of a
federalty funded program determined to improve the
service system for SED children.
The Child and Adolescent Service System Program
(CASSP ) was creat,ed by Congress in 1919 based on their
belief Ehat. the current system of providing services to
severely emotionally disturbed ( Sun) children was
fragmented and virt.ually inef fective. CASSP recognized
that the chil-dren who were receiving servi-ces were being
juggled between four different secLors of the service
system (mental health, welfare, education, and juvenile
justice) and, a.t any given time, the children who were
being served were being served by a single service
system . (Lourie & Kat z -Learry, 19 91 ) CASSP i s the direct
response of the federal goverrunent to the lack of
individualized services for SED children in the least
restrictive environment (She1by, l-9I8 ) and the lack of
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coordination among systems providing services to
children. (Inouye, 19BB) The goal of CASSp is to
create or expand services and improve the way in which
Ehese children and their families are offered multi-
agency services. (Doughery, 1988)
SIATEMETflT OF THE PROBIJEM
The research this auLhor proposed and cond,ucted
cenLered on the int.egrat ion of menta1 health services
int.o the public school seEEing, also known as school-
based day treatment.. The Child and Adolescent Service
System Program ( CASSP ) was creaLed to e><pand services to
severely emotionally disturbed children and provide a
framework of collaboraEion for differenE service
systems. Research statistics sEate that l-08 of aII
school-aged children need ment,al health services and.
although special education services are mandat.ed in al-I
schools, many students are stil-I not receiving the
services they need. School 
-based day treatrnent, is an
expan s ion of current servj-ces current Iy being of f ered. to
sED children and requires collaboration between
education and mental health service providers,
This research provides important information for
those educat ors or mental heal-th practit ioners who are
interest.ed in integrating therapeutic services into the
public school system. since this type of program is new
Eo day treatment and, typically, a collaboration effort
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between education and mental health, models need to be
developed as to how to develop a policy which wil-I help
in Ehe collaborat,ion ef fort. This study examines how
one Minnesota county integrated mental health services
into six el-ementary school- s . From the inf ormat ion
gathered from this research along with information
gathered from the literature review this researcher will
attempt to analyze the policy development anC program
implementation and provide some recoilrmendaEions as to
how any school system or mental health agency might
approach such a proj ect .
J
Ir. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Since the creation of CASSP, which has attempted to
provide a model by which child.ren receive a complete
range of services through the collahorative efforts of
care systems, there has been a shift in how services are
delivered to SED children. This research addressed the
guestion: how have public education and mental health
collahorated to meet the individualized needs of
emotionally disturbed students? rt begins with a
literature review which researches the needs of sED
children, the history of poficies which have impacted.
their services, differenE treatment settings, and
collaboration of service providers. This researcher
then looked at how one county implemented therapeutic
services into six el-ementary schools.
fn the Iast. decade, there has been a significant
shi f t in how services are del- ivered to sED chi lcren .
More focus has heen placed on providing corTrmunity-based
services through interagency cooperation. The school
provi-des a logical environment. f or such a col- laborat ion
to take p1ace. with the understanding that mental
health services are just beginning to be integrated into
the education system on an experimental basis, this
author approaches her research with the guestion, what
was the process of integrat,ing mental health services
into the public school setting? since such a project
implies a collaborative effort, what were the specific
4
roles of each agency? what were the barriers to the
actual int,egraEion of mental healt,h services in Lhe
school setEing?
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III" REASON FOR STUDY
PURPOSE OF PROPOSED RESEARCH
The purpose of the research was to determine how
schools and mental health agencies have coordinated
their servj-ces to bring comprehensive mental heal-th care
to SED children. This research looked specifically at
one Minnesota county's implementation of therapeutic
services into six elementary schools.
POTENTIAL STUDY II{PIJICATIONS
There already exists a coordination of mental
healt,h and education through the private secEor which is
ca11ed day treatment. In 1985 there were 350 mental
health day treaLment programs in the U.S. (Brennan,
Maloney & Burke, l-987 ) From the data available,
however, it seems t.hat these services are avai l-abl-e to
only a small number of SED students who could benefit
from Lhem and are most often avail-able to children as
the last resort prior to institutionalization.
By moving menLal health services into the public
school setting, a larger number and broader spectrum of
SED students would henefit from day treatment. By making
these services availahle at an earlier age, there may be
some preventative as well as treatment value to school-
based day treatment. The goal of school-based day
treatment would be to provide mental health services Lo
more children who could benefit from these services,
ti:rough a less f ragmented service system, in an
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atmosphere that is a natural environment for these
chil-dren. The research may also reveal that earlier and
broader availability of treatment might lower the risk
of eventual out-of-home placements and would also
translat.e into government savings. Another implicaEion
of moving these services into a school setting is that
the skills developed in the school environment will have
a greater chance of heing maintained within thaL
envi-ronment than skilIs deveJoped in another environment
with the inLent ion of trans f erring t,hem into t,he school
envi-ronment.
Review of Literature
Researching this topic included finding articles
that spoke to current mental heal-th services being
provided in a public school, day treatment or
resident.ial- treatment settings, the needs of child.ren
with emotional disabilities. a.s well- ds, current trends
in children's mental health services. The literature
used for the research can be summarized into five
different" categories: need,s of SED children in both home
and school, history of provid,ing services for SED
chil-d.ren, policy developed to provide services for sED
children, trgles of treatment set,tings, i- . e . .
resid.entrial, day treatment, ment,al healt,h agreucy or
school, and. collaboration of service provid,ers.
TIEEDS OF SED CHII,DREN
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The overwhelming need of severely emotionally
disturbed chil-dren is for them to have available to them
and their families, comprehensive, coordinated,
comrnunity-hased resources . (Termini , 19 g l_ ) They need.
individualized services which wi]I tailor treatment
according to their needs rather Ehan accord.ing to
resources available. (Lourie & Katz-Learry, rnouye)
children with emotional disabilities need to he
recognized and served, rather than served, inad.equately
or not at all. (young, 1gg0) Too often sED children are
isolated and segregated out.side t,heir coillmunities or
schools when what they need is services within their
community . (Young ) These chi ld.ren need a strucEured
sett ing which aIlows tLrem to develop coping ski lls and
interpersonar skilIs that can be used within the
coilrmunity in which t,hey live. (Freedman, 19g2) Because
SED children have a difficult. time transferring newly
acguired sociar skirls to a new environment and. a new
group of people, they need. to l_earn the skirrs in the
envj-ronment" that is most likely to he permanent. (Trupin;
Baum, clark, Mccarthy, sandrer & carpenEer, 1996)
children, a]so, require continuar interventions in a
setting in which they are und"erstood and. accepte,C within
their owrr context if their behavior is to he effectively
changed. (Brennan, Maloney & Burke, shelby) fL would
also be beneficial to these children if services were
available to them prior to the development of a
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diagnosable disorder. (Inouye) Too often it is only
after a child has lacked success in all real-ms of
his/her environment that a child is idenEified as
needing mental health interventions and diagnosed with
an emotional disorder that the child qualifies for
services. Early intervention and prevention without a
d.iagnosahle disorder might allow a child Eo succeed in
his/her environment at any earlier age.
There is considerable controversy over whether
emotional- disturbance is a Symptom of an individual
patholognf or of an environmenEal problem. Shelby
operates from the believe LhaL "emotional disturbance is
a symptom not of individual pat.hologlF hut of a
malfuncEioning of a human ecosystem", (She1by, P. 87)
while other professionals believe t.hat Ehe problems of
the individual are purely psychological. Therefore,
intervenLions nrusL take into account the unigue demands
of the child's life and situation. (Termini) Both
school and family must work together to provide a
supportive environment if services provided will be
effective. This will not only ensure that a service
plan is col-l-aborative but will prevent the child from
sahotagi-ng the intervenLion ef f orts of either seEtingl.
(FIodges , Guterman, Blythe 6c Bronson, l- 9 8 9 ) Research
indicates that. parenEal involvement in the educational
program of the child has positive benefits and long-
ranged ef f ects . (Hobbs, Turnbal-1) However, when
I
attempting to hook t,he famiry up with ouEside menLar
health services, the school has not had consistent
success. (Brennan) Families find thaL dealing with
another agency out,side the school provides fragment.ed,
services and addit ional- stress .
Severely emotionally disturbed chil-dren continue to
be underserved in the school sysE,em. (Trupin) The
referrals to treatment settings outside the school are
often the result of the schools inability to d.ea1 wiLh
the studenE, due to lack of understanding of emotional
and mental illness in children. This only means further
family disrupEion and further feelings of failure for
Lhe child. (Shelby ) f t is in school that child.ren
reinforce their self-concept and feelings of
accomplishment. (Hodges) f f the school does not provid.e
this opportunity but, instead, becomes a place of more
failure and frustration for Ehe child, s/he is apt to
develop more ant,isocial behaviors. child.ren need a
school environment that will adjust the expectations
according to the chil-d' s ability to perform wiEhin that
environment.. When a school is unable to provide this it
hecomes j ust anot.her handicap f or Ehe child . ( young )
There is a tremendous benefit to Ehe child if
therapeutic services are available in the school system,
the lack of this provision is a significant oversight on
the part of the service providers" (Termini) Schoo1-
based day treatment would not only provide an
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opportunity for the school to he connected more
significant,ly with the home but it would also make the
school a place where doors can open for the chitd and
Ehe self-worth and poEenEial of each child can be
maximized 
"
HISTORY OF SERVICES
It has been assumeC that CASSP vrill influence the
creaEion of a service system by individual sEates based
on a broad concept of sysEem of care, delivered and
received in a coordinat.ed, child- f ocused manner ,
(Trupin, Forsyth-St,ephens, & Low, 1991) whil-e increasing
family participaLion. (Lourie & Katz-Learryr) However,
this has been slow in coming. The implement,ation of
such a system foresees using the Jeast restricEive,
clinically appropriaEe setting, integrating and
coordinating services beEween different. service
providers, individualizing services and involving
families in the treatment planning and delivery.
(Greeley & Robitschek, 1991) CASSP assumes that a
complete range of services from l-east to most.
restrictive must. be developed to ensure t.hat the needs
of all- SED children are adequately met. (Trupin,
ForsyLh-Stephens, & Low) If, after assessing the needs
of each child, an appropriate program is not found, the
concept of unconditional care on which CASSP is based,
cal- ls f or the system to create one . (Lourie & Kat z -
L1
Augshurg Solfege Lihrary
Leavy) Individualized servj-ces places the burden on the
system or program to adjust itself to meet the needs of
the child rather than assuming each child must fit into
the system already in existence. (Lourj-e & Katz-Lealnr)
In order for this to occur, states have no choice but Eo
create an interagency process that wi 11 bringr al l- the
service agencies t ogether f or the cofirmon purpose of
creating a more functional- system. (Lourie & Katz-Leavy)
In 1986, the Office of Technolo$r Assessment found
that most children in need of menEal health services do
noL receive a complete cornbinaLion of necessary and
appropriate services. (Dougherty) Even with the creation
of CASSP, there continues to be a shortage of cofiununity-
based services, case management, and coordination of
services across service system lines. oTA found that
although 1,2-158 of children under eighteen years old
suffer mental health problems which would warranL ment,al
health services, only 20q6 of this group receive adequate
services . ( Inouye ) etthrough the f ederal government has
addressed the lack of adequate services to SED chilCren,
it has not provided cohesive policies to assist
cofiImunities to move toward t.he continuum of care needed.
to address these issues. (Dougherty) A major criticism
of the federal- government is that alt,hough it appears to
have an undersEanding of the problem, funding is
fragmented, misused, and far too low to implement the
sysLem of care that it has determined is needed. (Inouye)
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The CounciJ of Children of Behavioral Disord,ers, in
LgB7, found Ehat a half million of severely emot.ionally
disturbed(Sep) students were heing excluded from school,
eiE.her by expulsion or refusal of admission. Inc1udeC
in that student body was the student who was in need of
full time intensive treatment buE for whom it was
unavailable. (Shelhy) ft. is a documented sEaListic that
108 of school-aged populat.ion are in need of psychiatric
help . Whi le the ma j ority of tiri s group wi 11 only need
supportive services, some will need more intensive
services in orCer to function within an academic
setting. (Wa11ace, 1983) Many of these students who
would benefit from servj-ces have only regular education
services availahle to them which either ignore their
symptoms or laheI Lhem a behavioral- problem. (Shelby) f t
cannot be denied that identifying a student SED can
dramatically impact his/her future. While Ehe
educational system assumes that an SED 1abeI will
automatically surse a child, diminishing his/her self-
esteem, a.rl SED label can open doors to services which
wi 11 give that chi Id a chance of meet ing hi s lher
potential . (Hobbs, 1978 ) Much of this has to do with how
the school system officials and community, in general,
views the SED child. There is a significant difference
in the services a child receives, and how that child
sees him/herself, when that child is seen as ill rather
than delinquent. Unfortunately, there continues to be
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controversy over whet,her these children should be
supported and af firmed or reject,ed and punished, treated
through mental health services or punished hy the court
system. (Browrle, SEots]<y, & Eichorn, L911)
EXISTING SCHOOL POLICY
Alt.hough all public schools are mandated through pL
94-L42 of the Education for all Handicapped Children Act
to provide special services to a1l- children with
handicapping conditions, (Shelby) services to
emotionally disEurbed children have serious limitations
in regards Eo program effectiveness - (Jones , 1992) This
can be partially contrihuted to the fact that although
service is mandated, service specifics are not mandated,
and to the fact that the sED handicapping condition is
not clearly defined or understood by those in the
educational field. (Shelby) eecause special education
programs continue to emphas tze academics, the primary
prohlems for which the student was referred are oft.en
ignored.
The methods used to help chiJdren wit.h their
behavior in a special education classroom are often
hased on a point or token system. (Arnove & strout , l-9I0 )
While maintaining quiet classroom atmosphere, this
system will probably not help the acting out student
understand the underlying reasons for the behavior or
teach the child how to better manage his/her disruptive
emot ions , (Jones ) Behavioral- management approaches
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aIlow the teacher to maintain controL in the classroom
but do not respond to the child's unique needs and
underlying emot.ions or necessarily help the student meet
his/her educaLional goa1s. (Jones) UtfecLive
programming for the special education student needs to
become more responsive to t,he child' s individual- needs,
looking at deve1opmental and psychological factors, as
well as behavioral facLors, that might be impeding the
learning process. (Tarico, Low, Trupin & Forsyt.h-
Stephens, 1989) An effective program for the special
education studenE need.s to be comprehensive, including
mental health services if necessary, to succeed wiLhin
the educational environment. (ReisEer, 1984) There
exists a growing trend within special education to look
to other professional disciplines for assistance in the
diagnostic process, (Sinc1air & Forness, 1985; She1hy)
however, there continues to be a gap as far as education
looking to menEa1 health for service options.
Family participation is required according to PL
94-L42, however, only one-haIf of all parents of special
education students fulf iIl Eheir reguired participati-on.
(Scanlon, Arick 6( Phelps, 1981) Parents are of ten
reluctant to make demands of the school for t.heir
children because they are continually bl-ameC for their
child's problems and they do not bel-ieve the school will
he respons j-ve t.o their requesL s . ( Tarico , Low, Trupi-n &
ForsyEh*Stephens ) Although educators continue to point
t5
to PL 94-L42 as Ekre handicapped student 's saving grace,
Ehe Heritage report states that the act may actually
have reduced the effectiveness of Ehe education received.
hy the handicapped student. (She1by)
TREiil,EI,IEIflf SETTINGS
Outside of the home and educational- settings, Lhere
have been two common treatmenL settings for serving
severely emotionally disturbed chil-dren, day treatment
being the l-ess restrictive of the two and residential
t.reatment heing the mosE restrict ive of any of the
treaEment settings.
Residential Treatment
Treating a child in an institution is said to be
the least advantageous treatment setting for most
chi l-dren . ( Petr s( spano ) yet , the histori-cal pattern
which continues today looks to the institution to treat
the child that has been unsuccessful in other treatment
settings. children returning from residential
treatment, however, experience inability to transfer
newly acquired social skills to their new environment.
(Topp, 1991; Baum, Clark, McCart,hy, Sandler, &
carpenter; Petr & spano) outside the insEitution, they
are expected to exhibit self-control in an environment
that bombards t.hem with grreater stimulation while having
l-ess positive feedback from treatment providers for the
control they are able to maintain. (Streitmatter & St.
L6
Cruz, l-982) They move from an environmenL that. treaEs
each child individually to an environment that placed
litt1e emphasis on the unigueness of each individual's
needs. They enter the public school system being
labeled 'special needs' without having those needs
specifically defined. ( Streitmatter & St . Cruz ) Success
in residenLial treatmenL does noL lead to automatic
success in the natural cornmunity without a signi f icant
degree of support and continuity in significant
relationships. (Young, Dore, & Pappenfort, 1988)
Residential treatment must be looked at as just one
treaEment setting amongst. many which may help the SED
child adeguately adapt to his/her natural environment.
(Young,Dore, & Pappenfort) In other words, residential
treatment cannot be seen as the answer to children who
are not adj usting to the expecEations of their natural-
environment since those expectations will continue to
exist when they leave the institution to come back to
Lheir environment and newly learned skills may not
generalize. These children need as many treatment
opt j-ons out s ide the inst itut ion as they are heing
offered within the institution since g'eneralizaE.ion of
new skilIs is so difficult. fn fact, residential
placement is noE always used hecause of the specialized
treatment it offers but rat.her is often solely the
result of Lhe failure of prevention and coordinaEion of
systems. (Homonoff & Maltz, 1-991)
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Day Treatment
Day Ereatment, which combines mentar hear-t.h
services and academics, has much to of f er SED chil-dren
because iE 's primary focus, ds is residential treatment,
is on Ehe individual and his/her unigue needs. (Freedman)
Yet it allows the child to live in the cofirmunity, either
in with their parents or in a foster home. The
techniques and treat.ment approach of day treatment has
been found to be effective because the treatment setting
provides an atmosphere in rrhich a trust ful relationship
can he esLabl-ished hetween Eeacher, therapist , and
student. Day treatment provides a structured. atmosphere
in which students are Ereated with firmness and
consistency and yet is flexihle enough to a1Jow students
to release Lension during the educational process. A
signi f icant goal within day treatment is f or students to
learn how to gai-n anc maintain inner control whire
providing opportunities for students to acquire
socialization ski11s. Day treatment has the reputaLion
for helping students Jearn necessary skil1s for
appropriate adaptation to their environment whire
staying within the community. (Freedman) student.s in
day treatment are said to experience what all children
have a righL to experience: a sense of trust and self-
worth . ( Freedman ) There i s no denying Ehe ext ens i-ve c osL
in time, personnel, and resources when evaluating day
treatment , yet the long l-ast ing gains appear to rnake the
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investment worthwhile. The cost. is also signif icant.ly
1ess than residential treatment and does not have to
compensate for lack of generalization of skills and the
move of Ehe child back into his conrmunity . (Topp, l-9 91 )
What makes day Lreatment successful is the long-
term behavior changes in SED children that are directly
rel-ated to multiple interventions based on individual
needs. (Jones) These interventions combine behavioral
management strategies with cognitive-behavioral and
social-cognitive interventions. (Jones) Day treatment
provid.es a combination of mental health and ed.ucational
services, behavior management and. supportive services
which work together to make this experience successful
for the student. Unlike residential t.reatment it does
not. break the ties the child has with the community
while it is providing the therapeutic approach the child
needs to he successful in the community. (Toppy It is
difficult to deny the impact of a child's home
environment on his/her overall adjustment to the
educat.ional environment ,- theref ore , incorporat ing
methods of treatment which deal with their home
environment would seem appropriate. (Jones ) Uay
treatment has the opportunity to involve the family more
readily in the child's treatment than does other
treatment seEtings and provide family therapy on a more
regular basis. (Topp;
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What makes day treaEment unique is iE's ability to
provide intensive treatment and immediate behavioral
management wit,hout the limiLing naLure of residential
treatment. It, aJso eliminates the need to generalize
behavioral gains to a new environment and continues the
students connection with his/her environment. This
provides opportunities for t,he child t.o develop skills
and abilities needed within Ehe cofllmunity while in a
therapeut ic environment . Ideal ly , day treat,ment i s an
effective blend of community-based education and
Eherapy. (Topp;
School-based Day Treatment
School-based day treatment also provides a
treatment option that combines community-based education
and therapy. It incorporates into the public school
those methods which have proven successful- in
residential programs (Trupin, Forsyth-stephens, & Low)
while allowing the student to stay in the normal school
envi-ronment. School-based day treatment provides a
viable alternative to institutionalization or
segrregation in a private day treatment program. (Brennan,
Maloney & Burke) Currently, the comhinaEion of
educational services and mental health or therapeutic
services within a puhlic school- is extremely rare no
matter how productive it might appear. There are t.wo
models uncovered in this author's research Ehat provide
a model seldom util-ized by education and menLal health.
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The first, described by R. Brennan, J" Maloney & B.J.
Burke in Ehe article, Bringing MentaT HeaLth Senrjces to
Public SchooL Programs, speaks of a program sLarted by
WesLern New York Children's Psychiatric Center in 1984.
In this particular program, the mental health center
offered to bring a mental health team into Ehe schools
so that. they could receive therapeutic services in their
school environment. The benefit the agency and Lhe
school saw in this arrangement is that it would reduce
the number of students who would in all likelihood he
removed from the school system while decreasing Lhe
sever j-ty of problems already exi st ing in the school
system rnrhile meeting Lhe unmet needs of the SED chil-dren
in the schooL system. The goal of the program was for
each chitd to learn socially accepLabl-e classroom
hehavior and appropriate social skill-s which would aIIow
the child to be more successful in both social circles
and the classroom. fhis particular program combined
individual-. f amiIy, and group therapy at the school
during the school day. The requirement to be aCmitted
to the program was adequate intellectual development,
minimal social skiIIs, a willingness Eo parEicipate in
the program, and parental support and invo1vement.
One glaring element that allowed for this program
to be successful was the total commitment of the
building principal to students with handicapping
conditions. According to Brennan, Maloney and Burke, it
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is the building principal that sets the tone for the
progiram in each host building. Without good
coflrmunication between the principal and the mental
health team, a.s well ds, the principal's f eeling o.f
owrrership of the progrrarn, the program could not function
the way it was intended and Lhus could not have been
successful . Without the determinatj-on and. a positive
atE itude on the part of Ehe staf f of bot,h agencies , a
fully integrated school-based day treatment could not be
a reaLity. ft is the understanding of Brennan, Maloney,
and Burke that mental health agencies have the same
obligation to provide therapeutic support services to
SED children as the school- has to provide them with
education and relat,ed services. (Brennan, Maloney &
Burke )
Another program uncovered through this author,s
research is a program E.hat was the product of a doctoral
disserEation developed, implemenEed and written up by
Madge Shelhy. Prior to deveJoping the program, Shelby
found evidence that supported her thinking Lhat
communities were in need of innovaLive mental- health
treatment approaches and alternative school programs for
their SED chi l-dren in order to deal with the lack of
mental health treatment available to chilCren. She
chose a county in Pennsylvania for the site of her
school-hased day treatment program that had an
adolescent, day treatment program for adolescents but who
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lacked day treatment services for latency aged children.
The goal of this program is to enable students to gain
full control over their academic success . The maj or
component of the program is the comhination of education
and psychoEherapy. According to Shelby, the value and
success of the program, however, Iies in the planned
integration of education and mental healt,h.
Shelby goes into significant detail as to whaL
planned integration meant for her program. Prior to
program developmenE, the education system and menLal
health needed to share concerns regarding the unmet
needs of SED children in t,heir community. A steering
committee, which included representatives from both
menEaf health and education, was formed Lo investigate
possible solutions to this problem. A program director
was then employed to compile a needs assessmenL, plan
the program, conceptualize and operational- ize the
obj ectives, monitor the expenditure of funds, supervise
the field operations, help coordinate and integrate the
services being offered, and serve as a liaison between
the agencies and community. The mental- heal-th agency
then initiated a RaEes-Under-Treatment needs assessmenL
Eo determine the needs of the target populat ion. The
school syst.em sent out a Ref erral -QuesL ionnaire to
teachers of target population which revealed t.hat one-
f ourth o f those serving behavioral ly dist.urbed chi ldren
could benefit from a therapeutic component to their
/-J
special education services. The program d.irector then
spent time educat,ing classroom teachers, school
administrators, and the generar public about mental
illness in chilCren and Lhe stigrma associated with heing
ident i f ied SED . The execut. ive director of the ment.al
hearth agency then presented the program proposar to the
Executive Board and the MII/MR County Administ,rator. As
a resul-t of the presentation, the program was ful1y
supported and subsequently funded by the county program
office. Mental health representatives then visited
al-Lernat ive program s j-tes f or the purpose of compi l ing
data through observation and interviews.
Upon endorsement of the program, the school located
school- space f rom which the program could operate. rt
arranged for student Lransportation and meaJs. A
certified SED teacher was contracted with to provide the
educat j-onal- compollent of the progrram. The mental health
agrency provided a psychiatrist, program d.irecEor,
therapist and case manager. Many meetings were held
prior to the program start-up date so that many
questions and issues could he addressed.. The staff was
hrought EogeEher for three seminars which combined
inservice training while stressing integration
strat.egies. The education component" was to be based on
the rEP whi 1e the therapeut j-c component was to f ocus
mainry on group therapy; i . e. social ski11s, insigrht
groups, and expressive activities. Family involvement
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was seen as key ingredient. fraro meetings were held at
the school for the parents of identifieC students and
school faculty to meet the sEaff and learn more about
Lhe program.
The program psychiatrist and the mental- health
psychologisE administered psychiatric and psychological
evaluations to potential students. The progtram teacher
and therapisE administered therapeutic evafuations and
academic pre-tests. The program director worked to
develop positive community relations through a series of
activities to inform the public of the upcoming
integration of mental healt.h services into the public
school system. This involved educating the puhlic about
program goa1s, activities and policies. ft was
imporLant Lo Ehe progiram director and all staff involved
that the community opinion supporEed the program and
iL's goal to help underserved SED children.
A direct link with CASSP was esLablished to ensure
that the program was providing the studenEs t,he besL
services to meet their individual needs in the least
restricted environment and to provide advocacy services
Eo Ehe chi l-dren and the f amil- ies involved . The f ocal
state representative for CASSP met with parents to
ensure them thaE s /he rarould advocate f or appropriate
changes and additions to Lhe program as need.ed.
Homehuilders Outreach Program (HOPE) for SED chilCren
and their families was contacted to ensure that their
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services would be available to the families involved in
this proqram. HOPE, a collaboraEive effort of cASSp
affiliated agencies, operates from a systems approach
that. "mentally i11 children deserve whatever it takes to
enable them to achieve their potent ial wit,hin their
naEura] environment of Lheir home and famiry" . rn
addition to the groundwork lai,c prior to beginning this
program, aft,er the prograJn was put in place, orr-going
st.af f Eraining was provided on a monthly basis. An open
house was al-so hosted by the school after four months of
operation for staff members of the mental health agency,
t,he schoor district staf f , CASSP af f iriated. agencies,
studenLs, parents, or other interested community
members.
The program problems noted in the dissert,ation
include parent participation in the decision-making of
program development, st.udent transporLat j-on, and. the
difficul-ties involved with integrating a mental healLh
worker into a classroom setting.
COLI,ABORATION
collaboration is a necessary component in any
planned. int.egration of independent services. school-
based day treatment calls for collahoration between
education and ment.al heal-th services. According to
Termini, there are two approaches to collaboration, one
maintains the professional within his/her own
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discipline, introducing each team member to concepEs of
each others discipline. This type of collaboration
Lends to be territorial and allows little room for
maintaining the f ocus on t,he needs of the individual to
be served. The oLher approach focuses on the
communicaEion process between the different disciplines.
The goal is to p1an, evaluate, and implement the
Lreatment objectives with the individual needs, not the
professional ' s need to be in control of Ehe process, at
the f oref ronE . In any type of col- laborat ion it i s
imporLanE for the professionals involved to examine t.he
relaEionships and linkages between treatment sysLems.
( Termini )
In order for service agencies to meet Ehe many
needs of SED children, t.here must be multifaceEed anC
interagency interventions. (Jones) Agencies must
consider integrating their ideas and methodologies in
order to help students make long term changes in their
lives. (Jones) There are increasing indicators that
either behavioral or affective interventions by
themselves will bring ahout the treatment goals that SED
children so desperately need. Successful hehavior
change is most often the result of the combination of
mul-t iple intervent ions based on varied treatment.
approaches. (Jones )
There are several components to collaboration which
make it work. First, the involved team members must be
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concerned and influential people in their profession.
They must respect the autonomy and interdependence of
al l the systems involved in the col- laborat ion, have an
appreciation of all the differing perspectives
represented, and have a commitment to a conlmon goal .
(Homonof f 6c Maltz ) Although cofiImunities may f eel_ a time
crunch, it is imperative that time and nurturing of
rel-at ionships take place in order to bui ld trust ing
relationships between team members. Ef fective list,ening
and respectful sharing of decision-making is what gives
Lhe collaboration team it's credihility within Ehe
community. Time must be taken to understand each
other's professional values and the mandates from which
t.hey operate. Animosity amongst rnembers usually
diminishes with great,er understanding. Without t.he
commitment to shared goaIs, the collahoration process
becomes weighty and ineffective. The collective
involvement in a j oint task wit.h a visibl-e outcome
helps make the col- laborat ion ef f ort worthwhi Ie and has
more potent ial to be ef f ective. (Homonof f 5. Maltz )
School-based day treatment is the direct result of
th,e col laboration hetween mental health and educat ion .
Interagency cooperation has become a new trend in
education (Gura1nick, L9B2; Martinson, ]-9B2) and is
increasingly necessary to provide the functions and
services needed in meeting t,he educat ional needs of SED
children. (Eyde, DeSal-va, & RiIey, l-983; Shelhy)
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However, there remains a lack of models from which
learn. (ReisEer) e f ew facts, however, are evid.ent .
RelaEed services are crucial for SED students to attain
their educational goals. (Reister) The teaming process
must be founded on the equality of principal, parents,
teacher, therapists, psychiatrisEs, and other team
members. (Brennan, Maloney & Burke) es in other
collaborative ef forLs, the teacher needs to he educat.ed
as to Ehe philosophical perspective of other
professionals. We still have a ways to go, however,
since statistics te11 us thaE only one-third of al-I
schooLs have a good working relationship with other
helping professions. (Long & McQueen, 1984 ) In t,he long
run, failure of systems to coordinate ef fort,s. often
result.s in residential placements. (IIomonof f & ualtz ) It
is not always the client that has failed Lo adjust to
his /her environment.al expectations, but the f ailure of
the helping prof essional-s who have f ailed to adj ust to
the needs of the client.
CONCLUSIOH OF I,ITERATIIRE REVIET{
Prior to undertaking research in the area of
schooJ-based day treatment , a IiteraLure review was
conducted to determine the specific needs of severely
emotionally disturbed children. It was discovered Lhat.
there has been a major shift in how services are
provided to these chi1dren and their famil-ies based on
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the findings Ehat t,radit.ional sysEems of service have
heen fragmented and ineffecEive. Historically,
residential treatment has been a widely used treatment
setting. This is not necessarily due to the fact that
it offers specialized treatment but is more often the
result of the failure of other systems. However, due to
the lack of generalization of learned skills and the
rising costs of residenLial- placement, cofirmunities have
refocused Eheir treatment efforts to depend almost
entirely uporl community-based services.
Mental healt,h agencies have had to develop new
approaches to serving these children who, in the past,
would have been served in a residential setting. Day
t.reat,ment has heen proven to be a successful mode of
treatrnenE and, y€t , it is not avai lable to al l chi 1dren
who could henefit from it and it also provides a
restricted environment and that not all children
reguire. School-haseC day treatment appears, in the
literature, to be a viable option to a treatment setting
that can meet t.he therapeut ic needs of SED chi ldren
whil-e maintaining them in Lhe least restricted
environment. It would al-so provide the school- the
opportunity Eo be more connected with the family. The
school has not always been the place where a child with
special needs can maximize his/her potential.
Hopefully, school-based day treatment has the potential
to be such a progrram f or these children.
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In order to develop such a program within a
school, a collahoraLive effort is needed between the
school system and mental- health providers. Although
this has not been a natural partnership, in the pastn
CASSP has encouraged and has begun to provide incentives
f or int,eragency cooperation. what is needed are models,
such as the program developed by Shelby, or which to
build and adapt. according to the specific needs of the
coflrmunity. With research proj ects, such as this,
service providers interested in d.eveloping a
collaboration between school and mental health will be
given some direction on how to proceed and will be
aware, before hand, of some of the harriers they might
encounter.
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rV. METHODOLOGY
The following research begins with more questions
than predictions. The design, therefore, wirr be one of
exploration. The intent will he Eo become famil-iar with
the topic of integrat.ing mental healt,h services into Ehe
public school setting, the int.entions of the service
providers, and the barriers they have encountered. This
researcher is aware that by doing an exploratory stu,C.y,
that no conclusive answers will be discovered but that
by asking the questions in a research format. that she
wil] he providing ground i^rork for further research and,
stimurating more questions . (Rubin & Babhie, l-gg3 ) This
research will also assist others in defining key areas
in which to focus when developing a school--based cay
treatment program.
The key collcepts involved in this study are mental
health services, public school systems, day treatment
and collaboration. Mental health services would be any
services or progrrams designed and implemented by a
mental health agency. The public school system is that
system that provides education to chilCren through the
use of tax dorlars. Day treatment is the blending of
education and threrapy which is typically rocated away
f rom the publ ic school s ite - The Department of Fluman
services def ines day t.reatment as a ,,time-Iimited group
psychotherapy and other intensive therapeutic services
that are provided hy a multidisciplinary staff unCer the
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clinical direction of a mental healt,h professional " .
(StaLe of Minnesota, Department of Human Services) What
is referred to as school-based day t,reatment is Ehe
implementation of therapeutic services into the public
school. ColLahoration is the act of working together in
a partnership to provide a service t.hat al-one one could
not provide.
The data will be gathered through agency document,
review and interviews. The school-based. day treatment
program, implemented by a local rnental health agency
into six elementary schools, will be the focus of this
exploratory research. A purposive sample will be used
to examine how one mental health agency and one special
education school district collaborated to implement
therapeuEic services into several public school
districts within one county. The study will involve
boEh the mental health agency, the puhlic school, and
the County. Professionals from both the mental health
agencies involved and the public school system will be
interviewed. (see appendix 1 f or the int,erview eruide . )
Because this is an exploratory study, there will be no
pre-test . Prior to beginning t.he interviews, the
proposed research, intervj-ew guide, and consent form
were approved by the Institut ional Review Board. ( See
appendix 2 for the consent form. )
Much of the daLa was collected through I pre-
arranged interviews. Three interviews were conCucted
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with the mental hearth agency personnel; three
inLerviews were conducted with directors of special
education,' and two interviews were conducted with County
personnel. The interviews were st,arLed. with an
explanation of the research project. Each interviewee
was then asked to read and sign the consenE form if they
agreed to participate in the interview. Al_t,hough this
researcher had originally planned to tape the interviews
and. made mention of this in the consent form, Lhe
interviews were not taped. This was explained to each
individual- prior to having them read the consent forrn.
The consent form also asked Ehem to participate in a two
hour interview. rt. was explained Eo them that, any
amount of time they were able to give was acceptable to
this researcher. The interviews averaged about. an hour
in length.
This researcher was able to obtain many documents
from the mental hearth agrency which described the
program devel-opment and information which aIlowed for
the program's eventual approval and funding. This
information, ES well as information obtained in the
interviews , wi l- I be included in the f indings .
This research is valuable to the field of social
work because implementing mental health services into
the school system is fairly new and littre has been
wriLten in t.his area . r f the process of and. the
barriers to implementation are known ahead of time,
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professionals who are working towards such a program
will have guidelines and obstacles with which to become
familiar. This researcher believes thrat. menLal health
services will become more and more available in school
settings anC the research heing conducted will add to
the groundwork already heing developed.
One limitation to t,he design of this research is
Lhat it started out too hroad. As can be noted in the
interview guide, the range of questions go from whose
idea was school-hased day treatment to what are the
future irnplicaEions for this county? As t.his researcher
hecame more involved in this study, it became obvious
that Ehe barriers of funding and collahoration became
the most significanL features of this sLudy. If this
was realized prior to developing t.he interview guide and
doing the literature review, there would have been more
focus on these topics . However, the purpose of
exploratory research is that it helps the researcher
discover key themes within the topic which will give
direct ion to f uture researchers and pract it ioners .
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V. DATA PRESENTATION AI{D FINDINGS
rhis research study focused on a model- of policy
development and program implementation of school-based
day treatment in a Minnesota, metropolitan county. This
section includes data from the seven interviews and
written documents used in the policy development and
program implement.at.ion. The guestions which needed to
be answered were: how was the poficy developed for
school-hased day treatment, what was the process of
implementing it and what were the barriers to the
implemenLatj-on process?". This inquiry, however, did
not reveal" simple answers I
History of Day Treatment in the County
According to the pres ident of the rnental health
agency which has implemented the school-based day
treatment, the history of day Lreatment within this
county had an impact on the implementation of day
treatment into the schools. Day treatment has been
provided to adolescents by Lhem through their contract
with the county since 1977 . A need was seen by this
mental health agency to help a specific population
(emotionally disturhed or acting out students) within
the high school to increase their self-concept through
mental heal-th services and f arnily intervent ions .
Funding was available through a state grant earmarked
f or new proj ects that serviced adults with mental- health
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issues. Because Lhis program provided services to the
entire family, this mental heal-th agency was able to
access Lhese funds for start up money for the day
treaEment for adolescenLs. Day treatmenE was funded for
a year and a half with state funds. It then had to rely
on county funds for it's operation. "What started as a
transitional- service that, averaged three months has
become a much more intensive long-termed program for
emotionally disturbed adolescents . " (Personal int.erview)
The age at which the services are needed to help
transition a student in a short time (3 months) from an
unsuccessful learning environment to mainstream
classroom in which that child can find success has
dropped dramatically. Thre average age f or of f -site day
treatment has consistently been fifteen for the past
seventeen years; however, the lengt,h of time needed to
transition the client back into the mainstream has
lengthened. The president of this agency predicts that
"if day treatment is to once again become a short term
intervention that the age in which that intervention
Eakes place needs Eo be dropped" . (personal interview)
Approximately two years ago, the same mental health
agency that was insLrumental in the creation of an
adolescent day treatment program for the County,
approached the County with the idea of school-hased day
treatment for five to twelve year o1d students. The
idea of day treatment for these chiJdren was first
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implemented in a sufiImer progrram in which students could
learn new skilIs in the area of behavioral management,
and. social ski ll-s . Because it was a tremend.ous succes s
and because there was concern that. the new skills
Jearned duringr the summer would he 1ost, discussion
began abouE expanding it to include Ehe school year. At
f irst thi s discuss ion centered on site-base,c day
treatment but quickly moved to exploring a school--based
opt ion .
Funding
"Economics, politics, and the county stood between
the idea of school--based day treatment and it becornj-ng a
reality for several years. " (personal interview) It is no
surprise that funding becomes a major issue whenever
human services were dj-scussed. A specific program or
service can be supported and wanted by all the
stakeholders but, without dollars, it remains just. a
dream. Although the County had funds designated for day
treatment, those funds were limited and designated for
the adolescent day treatment prograrn . " The educat ion
system was not offering to fund this program since they,
like everyone e1se, have too littl-e money and Eoo many
needs . " The most f easibl-e funding, theref ore, became
Medical Assistance. There was, however, a lengthy
process involved before MA dollars coul-d be accessed to
fund school-hased day treatmenL. LuckiIy, Lhe agency
that provi-ded the aColescent day treatment program and.
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had recently provided a summer day Lreatment program was
familiar wiEh E.he process and was ahle Lo take on
rewriEing their application for MA dollars to include
school-hased day treatment. without too much
trouble. (personal interview)
M.A. Application Process
There is a specific criteria set forth by the
Department of Human Service for the approval of M.A.
reimbursed day treatment programs. ( see appendix 3 for
the D.H.S. Criteria for Approval of M.A. Reimbursed Day
Treatment Programs ) First, each client must have a
diagrnost ic assessment and individual treatment plan
which states, from a licensed professional, thaL the
child is in need of day treatment services to stabilize
the his/her mental illness and/or teach Ehe student
necessary skills which will help him/her manage the
symptoms of the ment.al i J Jness so that s /he can l ive in
the community. Second, because day treatment is
believed to be time-limited, the maximum MA payment
allowed per individual is 390 hours per calendar year
unless prior authorlzation is obtained for additional
hours. Third, the program must be available at feast
once a week for a mi-nimum of three and a maximum of
f if teen contacL hours, FIA coverage being limited to
three hours per day. Of the three contact hours, &t
least one, but no more than two hours, must include
individual or group psychotherapy. The remainder of the
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time must. consist of recreation therapy, socialization
therapy and/or independent living ski1Is. These
services can only be provided if they are a part of the
client' s individual treatment plan.
In order to be eligible for reirnbursement and
enrollment as a provider of day treatment services, Lhe
provider must apply and receive approval from Lhe
Department of Human Services. The mental healt.h agency
that was proposing to provide day treatment services for
el-ementary students within the school had in their favor
their previous enrollmenE as a provider of day treatment
services to adolescents and the extended application to
include latency age children in a summer site-based
program. (personal interview) They only had to apply to
have their approval expanded to cover new servj-ces being
proposed. However, in that application process they
needeC to prove that. the proposed day treatment program
followed Lhe general requirements out,lined by D.H.S.
They needed to show that they were proposing a
structured program that would: 1) provide intensive
psychosocial rehabilitation services to persons who
suffered from acute or serious and persisEenE mental
i I lnes s , 2) t.hat their services would be provided in a
cofirmunity mental hea1th center or a locat ion that i s
under contract rrith the county, 3 ) that it. is separate
from any residential treatment service, and 4 ) Ehat
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school-based services are separaLe from an IEP related
mental hea]th service.
The application process for MA reimbursement is a
cumbersome process. The program description must he
submitted sunlmarizing who will be served and Ehe
anticipated lengt,h of service to be provided. The
menLal health agrency proposed a day Ereatment prograrn
f or chi ldren ages 5 through l- 0 who out of medical
necessiLy reguire day treatment to reduce or relieve the
effects of their mental illness. The length of sEay was
predicted to be less than six months. However, if an
exEension was seen to he medically necessary , a reguest
would be made following the appropriat.e procedure. The
setting in which the service will- be provided and the
make-up of the treatment team was al-so to he describeC
in the application. The mental health agency described
the sight of their adolescent day t,reatment program and
t"he cofirmercial office space in which their agency is
housed- No mention of a public school sight was
mentioned in their first application for a day treatment
for a younger age cl-ienE. However, orl September l-,
1993, the ment.al health agency presented a rewrit.e of
their origrinal proposal of day treatmenL services f or
latency aged clients to the Department of Human Services
requesting approval of a delivery model Lhat brings day
treatment services to elementary age children in their
natural environment, the public school . The appfication
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speaks to the day treatment team entering t.he classroom
environment to complement, the school st,aff which
consists of special Education teachers, aid.es, and
tutors. The siEe change is explained to be " in the
spirit " of providing community based. services in a
lesser restrictive environment as an inter-agency
colraboraLion. The multi-disciprinary team, which r
will cal-I Ehe treatment team. is described using the
names, educational backgrounds, degrees, Iicenses of a]l
t.eam members as well as the location from which Lhey
will work. rt is noted in the first application that
the public schools will use the space provided by the
mental heal-th agency to cond.uct the educat ional
component of the client's prog'ram. However in the
rewrite, it is stated that the public school wirl
provide the site in which g'roup psychotherapy,
individual psychot.herapy and inter-agency consultations
take prace. The provider site will host some of the
therapy sessions involving fami-Iies and some of the
therapeutic recreation. The coflrmunity may provide sites
that wi 11 improve acces s to services or serve t.he
treatment needs of chil-dren.
The proposed day Lreatment program will arso have
to meeL. the requirements of clinical- supervision by an
enrol1ed Licensed Independent Clinical Social- Worker.
This supervisor is expected to take ful-1 professional
responsibility for the supervisee's actions and
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decisions, provide instruction to the supervisee, and
oversee the work of t.he supervisee. The mental healEh
professional must be present and availahle on the site
more than 508 of the time during which the ment,al health
practit.ioner is providing mental health services. The
supervisor will- also review, approve and sign the
client's individual treatment plan or a change in the
diagnosis or Individual Treatment Plan (ITP). The
supervisor is al-so required Eo review, and sign Ehe ITP
for each student wit,hin one week of that student
starting the program. AIl service notes musE also he
documented, signed by the mental health practitioner.
reviewed and countersigned by the supervisor within five
working days after the treatment has heen provided.
Description of how services will be individualized
is required, ds is, how the clients will he involved in
the esLahlishment and revision of treatrnent goals and
ob j ect ives . Each PIA el igible client wi 11 have an
individual-ized treaLment plan which will be based on the
needs of the client. idenLified in the diagnosLic
assessment and include treatment components, identifieC
in measurable goals and obj ectives, which are designed
to meet the individual needs of the students. The ITP
and the diagnostic assessment data will reflect how the
specific da treatment components are pertinent to
servicing the individual needs of each individual and
propose a schedule for accomplishing the groals and.
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objectives of the rrP. Any change in the rrp wiII be
noted in the f ile. This program, if approved, wil1
provide an opportunity for all clients, client's
families, social workers, therapists and oLher invoJved.
individuals to participate in the devel-opment of the
rrP. Every 90 days, the team will gaEher to evaluate
the goars and objectives of the plan and the client's
prog[ress in meeting Ehem. The goals wil] be developed
if needed and discharge planning will be add.ressed..
The application process reguires an explanation of
how services will be coordinat,ed with other mental
health service providers and the county. This agency
acknowledges in their first application that the chances
of their clients receiving services from another service
provider or the county is inevitable. Because they see
themselves as providing the dominant treatment modaliEy
in t.he Ii f e of their client , the assume they will take
the role of coordinator for identifying anC
collaborating with the other service proviCers in the
child' s life. rn the rewrite for approval of a school-
hased day EreatmenL, when addressing coordination of
services, the apprication changres signif icant.ly in how
t.he mental heal-t,h agency views it's relat.ionship with
other providers. It sees the change in site to be a
truly coll-aborative ef f ort between t.hemsel-ves, the
county and the school. It's role now becomes the
implementer of the day treatment program into a host
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setting v,rhich provides Ehe coordination of the
incorporaLion of Ehe treatment program into the academic
day. The role of each sector of the colJaborating team
is more clearly defined in the application rewrite.
This agency has identified itself as part of an
interagency approach that works towards the " seamless "
transitioning of it's clients back to a less restricEive
form of treatment. This agency is already under contract
to the County Community Service Departrnent to provide
day treatment to ad.olescent s and they wi 11 cont inue to
count on the county to provide case management for their
school-based clientele .
Along with the program description, a weekly
schedule of the day EreaEment services which will be
bi1Ied to I4A (assuming the application is approved) i,vith
the content of each therapeutic group described must be
included in the application for MA fund.s. This mental
health agiency is proposing to provide psychotherapy to
Ehe day treatment clients which will include group
therapy, individual therapy and family therapy- They
wil-1 also provide therapeutic recreation which wiIl
include recreat.ion therapy, music therapy, relaxation
therapy, and art therapy. Social:-zation therapy, which
will combine a self-esteem group, a coping with sEress
group, and an anger group will also be incl-uded in the
therapeut j-c services they intent. to provide f or their
clients. Independent living skills therapy wil-I include
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an issues group and a problem-solving group. As
required in the applicaLion for approval of MA
reimbursed day Ereatment progirams, each of these
methodologies is briefly described with Ehe
appropriateness for treating mental illness in children
explained.
A description of the program's admission/ discharge
procedure is also a part of the application process.
Each potential client who is eligible for I4A
reimbursement must have a diagnostic assessment within
the last 180 days that documents that the client has a
mental illness and that day treat.ment has heen
determined to be medically necessary. In the first
application it is stated that the client will- be
referred by a psychologist, psychiatrist, L. I . C. S.W. or
menLal health professional. The rewrite adds the
possible referral to the school-hased day EreaLment
program from school personnel, social worker, or parent.
The school- based treatment staff is also added to the
treatment team in this rewrite. The famity woul-d then
come in for an intake interview which would determine
t.he child ' s appropriateness f or the day treatment
program. Initial treatment goals would be developed at
this meeting with the understanding that the more
compl-ete ITP would be developed with the input of all
the treatment team rnemhers within one week.
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The client coul-d be discharged through one of
three procedures. S/he could successfully graduate from
the program which wourd mean t.hat. the client has
achieved 808 of his/her rrp goa1s. The child coul-d be
successfully terminated which would mean that the client
has reached 50-808 of his/her ITP goals and that furt,her
progress in the day Lreatment program is not possihle.
A student can al-so be discharged as a resul-t of repeat.ed.
negative behavior.
A sampre of an fndividuar Treatment plan and
relat,ed prog'ress notes should al-so be includec.
Progres s not es woul-d document the occurrence , l engrth,
type, date and scope of each day treatment service along
with the client 's response to the service. progress
towards the client's goals will be reflected in each
client 's chart.
To sufilmarize, in order for a day Lreatment program
to be eligible for MA reimbursement,, it must meeE the
criteria set f orthl by the Department of Human Services .
The application is lengt,hy and very detailed. FIowever,
it was the only opLion for funding in this case.
Alt,hough the county has funding available for day
treat,ment, the lowering of the age f or day treatment
services would be expected to increase t.he demand which
would increase the cost . However, the county made it
clear from the beginning of the talks of day treatment
services for elementary age chil-dren, that it would not
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increase the amount budget.ed for day treatment an.C that
funding musL be dependent upon another source. (personal
inEerview) the school-s were not offering to fund t,his
program (personal interview) so it was up to the mental
health agency to present the funding source. I4A funding
was clearly the way to proceed since the agency had
already met the criteria for approval of IdA reimbursed
day treatment for t.heir adolescent. program and the
suflrmer program for latency aged clients.
collaborat,ion of Education and Ment,al Hearth
The politics involved in implementing school-hased
day treatment involved t.he coll-aborative ef f ort s of two
dist inct systems , puhl ic ed.ucat ion and mental health .
Since mental healt.h includes both an agency cont ract ed
by the county for services and the 1arger county system,
what looks like two distinct systems is really t.hree.
The politics involved, therefore, is reflected. in the
collaboration ef forts of the three entities. when t.he
guestion was asked " whose idea was it to bring
therapeut ic services to the elementary school ? ,' , there
was not a clear answer. The ment.al- hea]Eh agency that
had provided day treat.ment f or adolescent s f or the
county was instrumental in proposing a model of school-
based day treatment . However, ,,it was the Special
Education Directors who acLually approached the County
asking for help with the mental health needs of their
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SED students " . (personal interview) These educators
also saw the need to become more involved with the
families of Ehese students and believed the County to be
more equipped or "responsible" for that, piece of the
puzzle. From the very beginning funding was an issue.
County representatives met with the Special Education
Directors several times to brainstorm and explore
di f f erent j-deas f or f unCing and program possibil it ies .
It appears that t,he Educators continued to look to the
County for l-eadership and ownership in this specific
prohlem area. Discussion took p1ace, a.E Lhis point,
betr,*reen the County and the menEal health agency as to
program and funding possihilities. Since the
application had already been made and approved for MA
funding of an latency age day Lreatment progrram that
started out as a surTrmer program and would eventually
become s ite-based, it appeared to be a nat.ural- solut ion
to seek I4A funding for a school-hased day treatment
program by rewriting the application. (personal
interview) Since the criteria for approval of MA
reimbursement requires that the mental health agency
have a contract with t.he CounEy, it was important t.hat
it be a joint effort between Ehe County and the mental
health agency. When the County returned to the Special
Education Directors meeting with the mental health
agency representative and presented a proposal for
school-hased day treat,ment that would be funded with I4A
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dollars, it appeared for the first time that school-
hased day treatment was to become a reality for this
County.
The Reeponsibility of the Mental Health Agency
It was then in the hands of the mental health
agency Lo make the program a reality. The direct,or of
the adolescent day treatment prograrn was responsible to
present the prograrn anC educate the school di strict
personnel at meeLings set up by the Director of Special
Educat ion in those di strict s t.hat were going to have a
school-based day treatment program. (personal interview)
These meetings included principals, teachers and
whomever the Special Education Direct,or invited. uAt
the t ime the prograrn was presented to the Educators ,
there was overall support and excit,ement by al l
stakeholders . ' (personal interview) As the tirne got
closer Eo the actual implementation of the program, the
more questions and concerns were being raised by the
Educators . Those dist,ricLs who took more owrrership of
the program, appeared to put more tj-me and" energry into
reading the proposal and addressing significant issues,
had a smoother t ime transit ioning ment.al health services
into their school district. However, those districts
who didn't, have had a more difficult. time in their
collaboration efforts with the mental health
agency. (personal interview) In f act, of the ten
different school- districts represented at meet,ings of
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Directors of special Education, only five disEricts
chose Eo implement therapeutic services into Eheir
school district,. Of those that did so, not all are
happy with it and not all have found it, to be a helpfur
service. (personal interview) The coLl-aboration ef fort
between the school and the mental health agency from the
beginning was a significant one. How they defined their
roles in the implementation process had a significant
impact on whether they chose to implement t,he program aL
all and how smoot.hly the implementation wenE for those
who did choose to do hring school-based day treatment
into their district.
Parental Involvement
The coll-ahoration ef fort between the schools, Lhe
rnental health agency and the parents appears to have
received 1itt1e attention. T\aro orientation meetings, in
which ahout one-third of the parents participat,ed, were
provided for parents to meet the staff and learn more
about the program. In-take interviews were conducted by
the program director with all the parents the week
before the progrram was the start hut had little emphasis
on the development, of a partnership. There is no
information in regards to how t.he school int,eracted with
the parents of t.he children participaEing in the
program.
Staff Collaboration
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"The relatlonship between Ehe mental health worker
and the educat.ion staff person is probably the most
significant collaborative relationship in regards to the
success of Ehe progrram af ter it , s act.ual
implementation. " (personal interview) How they
understand each other's role in the classroom sets Ehe
tone for their working relationship. A basic respect
f or each other' s philosophical approach need.s be
present . According to llomonof f (1991) , this involves
effective listening and respectful sharing of d.ecision-
making which takes t,ime and nurturing to develop. ',A
partnership in a j oint task with tangihle outcomes is
cenE,ral- to their mutual commitment." (Homonoff, p. 355)
According to those involved in the classroom
collaboration, di-strust and l-ack of respect of the
mental health worker is often the result of a lack of
understanding of the therapeutic approach and how it.
dif fers from a behavioral management approach. (personal
interview) There was litt1e at.tent.ion given to
educating each other on t,heir philosophical framework
from which they practice and definition of each of their
role in the clas sroom since the team only had t.he chance
to meet each other the day before they began working
together . To put it s imply , it appears t.hat. there was
litE1e importance placed on buildingr this col-Iaborative
relat ionship prior to t.he program start 
-up .
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Designation and clarification of roles also
determines how a team will work together. According Eo
Shelby, case management is recog:nized as one of the mosL
essential services in alternative programs and was an
intricate part of integrating the therapeutic and.
ed.ucational components in the program she implemented..
The case managers function incl-udes assessing
appropriate c l- ient needs f or services and des igning a
service plan thaE will be implement.ed. and coordinated
with other service providers. "The case manager's job
is assure the appropriate fit of all services with the
clienL 's individual needs, the conLinuity of care and
identifying necessary resources for the improvement of
client functioning. " (Shelby, p. 54) Shelhy quoLes from
the Rehahilitation and Long-Term Care of the President 's
Commission on Mental Health, " strat,egies f ocused sole1y
or'r. organizaLions are not enough. A human link is
required. A case manager can provide this link and,
assist in assuringr continuit,y of care and a coordinated
program of services. " (Shelhy, p . 61 )
A concern expressed by the mental health agency
representative at the time of t.he int.erview was that the
clients in the school-based day treat.ment were not
receiving case management services. (personal interview)
Because they had not gone through the process to qualify
for county case manag'ement and because the county has
not contracted out case management services Eo a private
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provider, Ehey were noL receiving this service which had
been identified as one of the most essential components
of school-based day treatment. Although the mental
heal-th agency sees itsel f as a coordinator of servj-ces ,
because they lack access to available resources and
don't have the lega1 responsibility for the case that is
inherent in case managernent., they do not. provide what, is
considered true case rnanagement. (personal interview)
County Reeponsibility
There is little data that gualifies the actual
responsihility of the county in t.his collaborative
ef fort. They are considered a col-laborative team member
since they have contracted with the agency that is
provi,Cing the day treatment which has allowed for IdA
funding to be accessed and have also been designated the
case manager in the appl icat ion f or I4A f unding . They
were directly involved in the beginning sEages when the
Special Education Directors approached the CounEy asking
for assistance in dealing with Ehe mental healt"h needs
of some of their student s . Ilowever , due to the already
overwhelrning caseload of the County case managers, the
County has not sought out addiEional clients in the
school-based day treatment program. Therefore, although
designated case manager on paper, the reality is Ehat
many of t.hese clients are not receiving actual case
management. While the County may see school-baseC day
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treatment as a needed service for SED children, Ehey do
not have additional revenue to keep t,his program viable.
The County views it's role as a proviCer and/or an
overseer of all mental health services being provided to
county residents. (personal interview) According to a
County spokesperson, the County is always looking for
innovative ways to provide services to chilCren.
School-based day treatment is a natural development in
inter-agency and community-based services. Because of
the assertive rol-e the mental health agency took in
developing a school-based day treatment program, the
County wasn't as involved as it typically would be in
the program development. If they had committed dol-Jars
to this proj ect, the County would have felt a need to be
more involveC. However, t.heir involvement , at t,his
point , has been l imited to inf orming t.he school
districts Ehat proj ect has the County' s stamp of
approval and continuing their contract with the menta1
health agency providing the service. The County has
envj-sioned this to he " a pretty straightf orward
collahoration effort. in which each member has a clear
def inition of their role. u (personal interview) They do
not see their lack of involvement in the collahorative
effort to he a barrier to the success of this program.
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VI . STUDY LIMITATIONS
The most obvious limitation of this study is that
it does not provide definite answers Eo the question of
implementing mental health services into Ehe public
school- system, the process and the harriers, Because
the sample of study is purposive, Lhere is rittre
information about al-1 oEher programs Lhat are not a part
of my study. This research has provide,C, insight.s but no
conclusive facts.
There i s al- so an obvious gap in regards to the
discussion of cultural or raciar diversity in the
literature review. Research has been conducEed that
has specifically addressed the harriers that inhibit
diverse populations from receiving specia] services,
such as ment.al health or special education.
Histori-ca1]y, research has supporLed the hel ief Ehat
rnare Af rican-Americans are over represent,ed in
hehaviorally managed special education cl-assrooms and
that people of color are under represented as mental
health clients. (personal interview) However, none of
the literature spoke to hor^r this might impact school 
-
based day treatment. one can only conclude that by
bringing day treatment into the school, those
individuals of over-represented minorities in Special
Education classrooms will have new opporLunities to
receive therapeutic services, which in the past have not
been availahle to them
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This researcher had hoped to interview a Special
Education Director who had asked for day t,reatment to
come to her school and who is dissatisfied with the
program. Although one was contacted, she refused an
inLerview. It is felt LhaE this person could have
provided more information on the importance of the
col-IaboraEive relationship in implemenLing Lhis program.
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VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRjH,CTICE
There are many implications for pracEice that have
been highlighted from this research. The implementation
of therapeutic services int,o the public school is an
innovat ive and creat ive approach t,hat has the potent ial
to assure that Lhe emotionally disturbed chird is
getting the best services to meet his/her specific needs
in the l-east restrict ive environment . sED chi ldren,
historically, have heen underserved. in the cornmunity
and have been sent to residential treatment, as their
inabi l iEy to cope with the envj-ronmental expectat ions
increased or the ability of the environment to cope with
their hehavi-or has f ailed the child. Child and
Adolescent Service SysLem Program (CASSP) was created by
Congress to improve the way in which SED children and
f heir f ami lies are of f ereC community-based, illult.iagency
services. School-baseC day treatment offers just this.
ft is a cofitmun.ity-based, interagency collaboration whose
goal is to bring an individual-ized system of care to
chi ldren .
The development of the poricy of the school-basec
day treatment on which this research f ocuse,C., cent ered
on the definition of day treatment as defined by the
state of Minnesota, Department of Human services. The
poficy needed to reflect specific criteria identified in
the application of reimbursed MA funds in order to
receive the funding it so desperately neeCed in order to
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provide the program for latency aged SED children.
Because the mental health agency had alreadlr provided
day t,reatment to County adolescents, the pof icy needed
only to reflect a change in the age of the client and a
change in the site from a provider site to a school
s it,e .
AlEhough the change in site might have seemed
trivial on paper, iL has had a significant impact on the
implementation of Ehe program. It changed how the
entities involved in day treatment re1ated to each
other. Traditionally, day treatment was housed on a
site provided by t,he menta1 health agency providing the
service. The mental health agency would be considered
noL only Ehe owrrers of the program but the experts.
When day treaEment is moved onto Ehe school site, the
mental health agency no longer can be considered t.he
owrlers of the program. The roles have changed. The
school now becomes the owrler while the mental health
service provider remains the expert. This will
significantly change the dynamj-cs of the collaborative
relationship. Whereas, in site-based day treatment, the
school is invited into a therapeutic program to proviCe
the academic piece, in school-based day treatment, the
schooJ is inviting a therapeutic team into an academic
setting to provide a therapeutic element. The
therapeuLic team becomes the guesE of the academic
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institution and, therefore, looses so some of their
authority in the program which they are directing.
While Brennan, Maloney and Burke, in their article
Bringing Mentaf Heal-th .Serrrrce.s to Public School
Pragrafits, claim Lhat the success of t.he program is
dependent upon the building principal's ownership of the
progrram, Madge Shelby, in her dissertation , A SchooT-
.based Therapeut ic/educational- Program for SevereTy
Disturbed LaEency Aged Chil-dren, states Lhat case
management is that el-ement which determines the success
of the program. From these differing statements emerges
the differing viewpoints of ownership. This difference
alone can sabotage the best therapeutic program in a
school site. TLre ownership of the program must be clear
and the responsibilities of ownership taken from the
beginning. This means clear cofirmunicaEion between the
schrool and the therapeutic team, a.s well- a.S, a clear
underst.anding by school personnel- of the i-mpact of
emotional disturbance on the life of a child and the
framework from which the therapeutic team provides
treatment. If the school is unaware of er chooses Eo
ignore their o\,rJrlership responsibilit ies , yet hangs on to
t,heir authority , the program i s bound to be inef f ect ive .
If the therapeutic team is confused as to their
relationship to the program and continues to claim
owrrership, the school hecomes threat.ened anC the program
again suffers.
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Another issue expressed by an educator which makes
the educaLion/ment.al healt,h collaboration difficult
stems from their different philosophical viewpoints,
that. is, the difference in their level of responsibility
to children. This philosophical difference might be
simply stated as follows: students have a right to
education while mental health services are a privilege.
This fundamental difference must be understood by both
players involved if they are to work together
effectively. Another implication related to this
philosophical difference fal1s in the category of
responsibility. There appears to be no question as to
the need of mental health services for the SED chiId.
Placing these services within the school- system f or the
younger student al-so appears appropriate from the eyes
of both stakeholders - However, there is a question as
to whose responsibility it is to provide the services.
If j-t ' s the schools responsibility, than it becomes the
student's right not privilege to have this service. If
it's the respollsibility of mental health, or the broader
County system, than it falls back into a privilege which
although it is worth pursuing is not necessarily
feasible. The schools have been clear that they won't
take on this additional responsibility without federal
mandat.e and additional funding. Theref ore, iE f aIls
back into the category of an innovative idea wort,h
pursuing.
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The school/agency collaborative relationship
appears to be one of the most challenging barriers t.o
the successful implementaEion of this progrram. rt is a
significant barrier due to the fact that these are two
separate service entities that have had rittre
connection over the years. Their relat,ionship has
tradiLionally been centered in site-hased treatment, day
and residential . In these localities there rol-es have
been clear. The mental healt.h agency provides space f or
the public schoor Eo operate an educational program;
therefore, meeting the requirement,s of the Minnesota
Department of Education. In school-based day treatment,
however, the roles are reversed. when Ehe therapeutic
team becomes the guest within the academic setting,
ownership of the program, ds d.oes ro]e definition,
become an issue. Lack of cornmunication around. these
issues creates an ineffective partnership- who's to
blame is not cJear. They do, however, appear quick to
blame each other. cne view expressed by the school is
that therapy in a school setting is not helping the
student. or his/her academic success - whire, on the
other hand, thre mental hearth agency i s saying that the
school personnel are rude, have not attempEed to
understanc the work they are doing with the child.ren,
and are not supporLive of their efforts. The mental
heal-th agency is al-so critical of the school for not, in
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most cases, providing an agreed upon 1icensed special
Educat ion teacher.
There is no doubt that hoth the school and the
mental health providers are deeply concerned about, thre
welfare of sED children. However, each party is not
able to see that quality in each other. They appear to
have 1ittle trust in each other's motives and approaches
with children. while they share a common bel_ief that
SED children are underserved, r,uould benef it from mental
health services and that the family needs to be involved
in the educat ion and ment al healt.h treatment of their
child, they have not found it easy Eo work together.
There are several possible expranations for this
ineffective relationship. rt might he a rack of
understanding of each of their roles in the
collaboration. rt might be styles of coilrmunication
and/or personalit.ies of individual team members which
makes this collahorative relationship ,C.if f icul-t. Or it
might be more of a system's weakness . Schoo1 personnel
might feel- threatened by a new service provider corning
into their environment", offerinq a service that has
similarities to what they offer the school and not
feeling secure about their future in the school sett.ing.
whiIe they might have sincere concerns for the sED
children, they might feel a protectiveness towards them
that is based on lack of understandingr as to what mental
health services have to offer the students.
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There is, arso, a certain amount of risk-taking
involved whenever one becomes involved in a
collaborative re]ationship, especially when it is part
of a new and creative venEure. This type of venture
requires strong commitraent hy all part,ies, ds well- ds,
patience whil-e wrinkles get ironed out and roles become
more defined. rf there is a lack of belief on any side
that what t.hey are doing is not vital- to the well-being
of the clients they are serving, the j oint ef f ort.s will
be wasted. coL]aboration requires teamwork which
includes joint decision making. This can be difficult
if there are feelings of "u.s and t.hem". If the
paradigms from which they view the needs of children is
racically different, they will have to work thaE much
harder to make the col-l-aboration work. rn this caser
they appear to clash.
Although t,his collaborative relat.ionship looks
difficult at the leasE, there are some significant
reasons why the part,ners involved have continued to work
at it. The escalating needs of children at a younger
age and the need to involve the family in meeting these
needs. It is clear from research t.hat chil-dren are
exhibiting symptoms of mental- illness at an earlier and
earlier age. This can not help but impacL the school
system. The school, r,uho has been mandated to provide
education for all students, is looking for resources
that wi I I help them dea1 with thi s populat ion within th.e
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schools. They also know Ehat the family is a
significant factor in working with SED children. By
bringing mental health services to the school, the
family can be required to become more involved in the
services of both menLal health and education. Educators
have f ound, according to Shelby ( 1910 ) that when mental-
healEh services are provided elsewhere, even through a
school referral, that there is litt.Ie coilrmunication wit,h
the school due to data privacy laws. This makes the
sharing of goals between mental- hea1th and education,
and being supportive of each other difficult. The
col]aborative effort of mental- health and education can
have a significant impact on the services provided for
SED children and their families. It does appear,
however, Ehat it. is worth al-l the ef fort needed to work
out this relationship.
The County has been deemed a significant role in
Ehis effort to implement menLal health services into the
school system. Whether they choose to acknowledge thri s
role is another maEter. Botkr the mental heal-th agency
and the schools have looked to the County for input.,
leadership, and support in this ef f ort . The Count.y,
however, appears to have chosen to take a hackseat while
they watch and wait to see what comes of school,-based
day treatment in their county which is mostly due to
their owtr lack of resources, boLh f inancial and
personnel. They cannot, however, renege totally on their
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involvement since they have been mandat,ed the
responsibility for case managemenL. yet, according to
the ment,al health agency, case management is noE heing
provided for t.heir clients in school-based day treatment
program. The county is al-so attempting to rimit Ehe
number of cases Ehey manage by requiring that anyone who
vrants servj-ces must apply for I4A through Tef fra. This
appears to he a discriminaLory practice since it wiII
determine who receives voluntary services bases on
income . Like public educat ion, county ment,al hearth
services should be avai lahl-e to al- I . I f it i s avai 1ab1e
to all, in theory, it does noE appear that way in
real ity .
Since Ehe County has not hacked this program with
funding, it. l-eaves a lot of questions as Lo how
supportive Lhey really are of school-based day
treat,ment. Their invorvement hras been rimited to
presenting the concept of school-hased day treatment to
a gathering of special education directors, placing a
stamp of approval on the concept and the prog:ram
presented by Lhe mental health provider, and continuing
their cont.ract i,uith the mental health agency . They d id ,
however, make availabl-e a one time 1oan to the mental_
health agency to elevate cash flow problems at the time
of the initial sEart up of the program. Bhe agency is
required to repay this l-oan within a year's time. The
lack of financial support from the county, even if it is
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only to make alreadlr designat.ed day treatment funds
available to the school-hased program, speaks of their
lack of commitment to Ehe program as a whole which
speaks to the lack of success in the col-l-aborat.ive
rel-aLj-onship of the County, menta1 healt.h and the puhlic
school sysLem in this venture.
Funding has not heen an easy segrment in the
implementation of t,hris program into the schools.
Without financial support from either the school-s or the
County, the mental healt,h agency need.ed to come up with
funding f or their program proposal . IiIA appeared. a
logical- choice since they had already been approved Lo
provide day treatment to adolescents year round and
latency aged during the sufirmer. The extended approval
was not that difficult to get, however, accessing the
funds has been more difficult. In order to access MA
funds for a client, a client must be eligible for TEFRA,
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of LgBz. This
act provides Medical Assistance eligibility to children
with disabil-ities who live with their families. OnIy
the income of the child is counted when determining I4A
eligihility. What counts is the leve1 of care a child
needs . Ilowever, in Minnesota, some parents are required
to pay part of the cost of the MA benefits which their
children receive.
The TEFRA applicat ion, Iike the I4A el igibi l ity f or
day treatment providers, is not an easy one. Parents
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have been reluct.ant to apply for TEFRA since it. is one
more intrusion j-nto their lives with which they must
dear and it may resurt ln them being assessed. a co-pay.
rt is this researcher's understanding that most, if not
all, of the st.udents being treated in the schoot-based.
day treatment program are eligible f or IdA through TEFRA.
llowever, at this time, only 13 of the 60 clients being
served have their appfication completed and approved..
This means that this progrram is beiug fund,ed by less
than one-fourth of it, e clients. Keeping this program
afloat financially will be difficul-t under these
circumstances.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AI{D
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is this researcher's conclusion that. t.he
implementation of therapeutic services into the public
school is not an easy endeavor. The barriers of Ehe
collaborative relationship between the stakeholders and
the issue of funding are significant,. The benefiLs
school-baseC day treatment has to offer are: mental
health services in the least restrictive environment,,
increased accessibility of these services Eo a greater
number and diversity of SED chil-dren, and t.he potential
of col laboraL ion beLween the school , mental healt.h, and
the f ami Iy .
However, the harriers of the collaborative effort
needed Lo make school--based day treatment ef fective
looks overwhelming at this time and the ability to
access fund.s for this new and creatj-ve endeavor appears
limited. If school-based day treatment is implemented
Ehe barriers of the collaborative relationship and Lhe
adequate funding would have to be addressed. Rather
than talking about ownership and aut.hority, tLre
collaborative members would need to talk about
partnership. More time would need to be commj-tted to
educating all members on Lhe implications mental- il-lness
has on the J ives of chi l-dren and t heir f ami l ies . Each
entity would need to come familiar with each other's
philosophy and framework from which they work and how it
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might impact their collaborat,ive ef fort. Ef forts to
build coillmunity cooperation and support are also needed..
The County would need to hecome more involved in making
this program effective by provid.ing case management, for
all school-based day treatment crients and t,heir
famil-ies, and assisting f amil-ies in the TEFRA
applicaEion process.
As a researcher and one who has worked in both
educational- and rnental health settings, there are many
recofiImendations I would have for those working within
any collaboration effort. First and foremost, "TAKE
YouR TrME ! DoN'T RUSH rr. u Relationships between
partners is what will make or break a colraboration
effort, especially school-based day treatment . rt is
important that they understand each other,s
philosophical viewpoint, mandates for which each is
responsibre, and commitmenE to the task at hand.
The funding is an especially criticar piece. rf
school--based day treatment is to be MA funded, start the
TEFRA appl icat ion process long hef ore Lhe start up date .
since this is a process that must be completed by the
parents, they must be invorved from t,he heginni.g,
rather than shortly before the start-up dat,e.
unfortunately, the school-based program which was a part
of this study, did not, start this process early enough
which resulted in thirteen" clients supporting the
program with MA funds for which they had qualified
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through the TEFRA process which served sixty clients. In
the end, this may result in the program being
discontinued due to lack of fund.s.
Take time to get to know the parents of the clienLs
who will be served. They are an important l-ink in this
collaborative effort which does not appear to have been
acknourledged in this program. They not only alJow
information to be shared between the school and the
mental health agrencies, since day t,reatment intends to
positively impact how t.he child interacts with his /her
environment, the home environment must be acknowledged
as equally important. The parents must be seen as egual
team mernbers rather than some how the cause of their
child's difficulty. By including parents in team
decision-making sessions, the st,igrma of having an sED
chi Id can be minimi zed .
Parents of SED children should encouraged to demand.
the services to which they are entitred, i. e. county
case management. Although the county case manager is
already overwhelmeC with an extreme number of cases, if
a child is identified as sED, they are e1igible for case
management services through the County and the County is
mandated to provide these services. rf the county is
f l-ooded with requests f or services, the County wi 1l_
Lhen he forced to provide these services by hiring
additional case manag'ers, hereby, holding the coilrmunity
responsible f or providing servj-ces to these chi ]dren
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within their community. By discouraging famiries to
apply for services they are enLitled to only because of
the overwhelming working environment of the County case
managrer, one is doing a disservice Eo not only the
f ami l ies but the cofirmunity as a whole .
The t.herapeut.ic team must have professionals of
equal standing from each of the entit,ies. This is
assumed in the site-hased day treatment prograrn but has
not heen a reality in this school- -based program . Thi s
is necessary for a team approach based on mutual respect
to even he a possibility. priority must be given to
developing the team approach to Ehe program prior to
implementing it. rf this is not a priority, the team
memhers will possibly be working against each oLher
rather with each, which appears to have happened in the
progrram which was a part of Ehis study. This will
u]timately be the demise of any collaborative ef fort.
special attention must be given to including
children of color in a school-based day treatment
program since they are often over represented. in
behaviorally managed special education classrooms and
underrepresent.ed in the population receiving voluntary
mental healLh services . Too of ten chi ldren of col-or Co
not receive the services they need at an early age and.
end up being involved in Corrections which emphasizes
their devi-ant behavior rather than Mental Health which
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would address their inability to int,eract, with Eheir
environment successfully .
This researcher would also conclude that it appears
appropriate to also consider site-based day treatmenE
for elementary age students. Although site-based day
Lreatment typically dears with an older crient, this
researcher did not encounter any research that stated
t,hat day treatment was not effecLive with a younger
cl-ient. The mental health agency representative stated
that the students in the site-based sufirmer day Ereatment.
program were able to make improvements in their mental
health twice as fast as those in the school-based
site. (personal interview) Whether busing the chi]dren
across the County to a neutral- site would be detrimental
is possible, however, many children who are school-based
are being bused away from their home school. rt, also,
appears that t.he County system is more apt to designate
funds for site-based treatment; therefore, making it
more f j-nanc ia11y secure .
Implications for further research woulC fall in the
area of building collaborative teams between mental
health and education, funding, and site-based day
treatment for latency aged clients.
/3
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Prearnlcle:
Thank you for agreeing to this interview. r amhere because r am interesting in learning more
about the school-based day treaLment program that
was developed through the collaboration of a
mental hrealth agency, social services, and the
school s . rt i s my uncerstand.ing t hat you havebeen involved in this process. r will be askingyou some quest ions that wi 11 help me un,Cerstandthe po 1 i cy deve l opment and program irnp I ement at i on
of this school-based day treatment program. Some
of the questions I will be asking you will be
unable to answer due to your specific involvementin t'he school-based. day treatment program.
Please feel free Lo answer only the questions you
choose to or feel you have knowledge about.
Interview Guide:
1. How dic the concepL develop of irnplementing
therapeutic services into the school system?
Whose idea was iE?
2. What were
real i ty ?
the steps taken to make it a
3. whaL was the Lime line? How long did it takefrom the poin[ of conception to the point ofimplementation? How long a process was poficy
cevelopment ? How long cid it take from the timethe schools were approached to the actual time
student s were receiving Lherapeut i c serv j- ces inthe school ?
4. How many people in your aqency (school or
social service) were involved and over how long aperiod in Ehe policy development?
5. Did the same people who were involved inpol i cy development help impl ement thre program?
Who joined Lhe team at Ehe point of setting upLhe school-based day treatment, and. whrat was [he
extent of the team member' s involvement ?
6. rn both the policy development and the programimplementation ( which ever you were involvedin) , from your vantage point, what went smoothly
anC what were the barriers encountered?
B. This program is the result of the
coll-aboration between social services, mentalhealth and the schools. rn your view, what werethe roles of each in developing the policy and.implementing the program?
9 . What do you see es the aCvanLages of tl:is
collaboration? What' about disadvantages ?
10 . How i s school -based day treat,mentfunded? What are t"he long term budget
impl icat ions ?
being
1 . How was Social Services involvedprocess? Can you tel1 me more about
11. Can you describe Ehe ulLimate goalproviding mental hrealth services in a
setting?
12. Are there plans
in thi s
their role?
in
school
treatment
county or
SCTV].CES
out s iCe
1,4. f s there anything we did.n'tyou would like to te11 me about
to expanC school-haseC dayin other schools within the
talk ahout thatthis process ?
the county?
1-3. rf so, what is the process? Do you invisionthat each player (mental health agency, county,
and school ) will play a similar role? what wouldthe advan tages he of expanding the progrdrrl, what
about CisadvanLages ?
The Irylementatsion of Eherapuetie Services into
the nrblic School Syetem
CONSENT FORM
You are invited to he in a research sLudy of the
implementat ion of therapuet i c services into t he publ- ic
school sysEem. You were selected as a possihleparticipant because you have been involved in setting
up a therapuetic program in six elementary schools.
Please read this form and ask any quest ions you may havebefore agreeing to be in the sEudy. This study is being
conducEed by an Augsburg Col-lege MSW student.
Background Information :
The purpose of thi s study i s to unders tand t.he processinvolved in developing a therapueLic program for apublic school system from the point of concepLion to the
actual- implemenLation of services .
Frocedures:
If you agree to be in Ehis study, w€ would ask you Lopart,icipat.e in a two hour, taped inLerview with NancyWaIl, the MSW studenE conducting this study. A secondinterview may be required.
RiskE and BenefitE of Being in the Study:
The study has little risk. However, thie risks include:
1- ) the names of the individuals interviewed and t,he
agencies and. schools involved in this study will- be
confidential. However, do to the uniqueness of thisprogram it is possible that the ident.ity of Ehose
interviewed and the agencies and schools involved could
be deduced, and 2J E.he interviewer wi 11 know threidentity of those interviewed -
There are no benefits to Ehose participating in this
study.
ConfidenEial ity:
The records of this study will be kept private. In any
sort of report the interviewer or Augsburg mightpublish, the names of those interviewed and the agrencies
or schoo1 s t.hey represent wi 11 not be us ed . F.esearch
records will be kept in a locked file; only t.he
researcher will have access to the records. The tapedinterviews will he erased after the completion of the
research report, , orr or be f ore June 7 , 19 9 4 .
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not. to participate will not
affect your current of future relations with Augsburg orthe agency or school district you work for. If youdecide Lo participate, you are free to withd.raw at an)a
t ime without. af f ect ing that. relat i onship .
Contacts and Qnrestierrg :
The researcher conduct ing t,hi s s tudy i s Nancy waII . you
may ask any questions you have now. If you havequestions Iater, you may contact her at (672) 469-265G.
The research advisor is Rosemary Link. She can be
cont,acted at (612) 330-1].47 .
You wilr be given a copy of the form to keep for your
regordg.
Statement of consent:
I have read the above information.questions and have received answers.participate in the study.
r have askedI consent to
sigmature 
---.,Dat
Sigmature of Investigator
Dat
STATE OF MINNESOTA
DEP,qHTMENT OF HUMAN SEHVICES
Human Services Building
4.{,4 Lafayette Fload
st- Paut, Minnesota 5515$3gf 3
U .J CR TER.IA FOR AFPROVA]- CF H.A. RETHETJ'RSED
DAY M.EATHEHT PR.CGR.4.MS
The goai. of day treatnent is to reduce or rel ieve the ef f ects ofmental il]ness anC proviae training to enable the client to livein the ccElmuni=y' Each client must have a current diagnostic
assessnent and an individual treatment plan which aocients thatthey have a diagnosis of acute ,Jr serior:= anC persistent mentali] Iness, and that day treatnent services ar.: nledeo either tos-..arlllse tne el-i,ent's nenta'l i1'lness anC/or tc teach the el:-en::ti:e skills needeC to aPPropriateLy manage his or her slm,ptoms and,to live in the comnuni-.y.
Day treatnent consists of time-limited grroup psychotherapy andother intensive therapeutic ser-rices that aie- piovid,ed bi'"
multidiscipfinar-y staff under the clinical dirlction of ; mentalh*?Ith professional. Services are aiued at stabilizing the
client's mental health status, providing mental health services,
anC developing ald inproving the client's independ,ent living an6soclalization skills. Ehe maxiruurn HA payroent ior a client i=Limited to 390 hours of day treaturent p*= cal-endar year unlessprior authorization is obtiineo for aai.itional hours within the
sane calendar year. '
T!:e prog:ran must be available at least one
uiniuum of three contact hours. The nraxim
- week which can be approved for MA funding
treataent mey be longrer than three hours pis linited to three hours per oay. To be
contact, nclude at least one hour butthan two urs of individ ua or
exl o a egrments acc
day a week for a
tur number of hours peris fifteen. The day
er day, hut lfA coverage
covered by !.I4, the
1F4
! EtrE of one
'Fho i-hroa
-aar 
eE
--
orainq Eo a
-_-.-a l[axtrflum -o rtwo hours -ef, psych.othera ISS ea E
of the follorri ng
76f7A,5 9V& *9 , SoC a qra F= PY,
S Ina ron, t-he r er of ttre ee-hour
trj.Ele Iock can include recreation therapy, socialieation therapy,
anci inCepenCent living skills therapy on]g if they are inclucieciin the client's ind,ividual treatment plan as necessarar and,
appropriate
To be eligihle for reirrhursenent and enrollment as a provider of
Cay treatnent senrices, the provider nust receive Department of
Hunan Ser-rices approval . ?o be e1igible, the day treatment{T@}'
.--
:/ r(fiXEu 
-.
ng
I;rl
e ee n UTS IIUStr CONSIStr, O
AN EOUAL OPPOHTUNITY EMPLOYEH
Fage i3"ro
Froqi=am must coraply with the following general requirements:
A. Provid.e a st:r:,ctured. prograT 9f intensive psychosocial
rehabiritalio" services to p.rioni with acute or serious andpersistent nental illness'
ts. Day trea-ut1ent services must be proviCed. in an outnatient
ho,spital ;;L;aiiea by rhe Jlinr couruission on rhe Accreditation
€R-uity tfrit is ,rnd*r 
""ntr"itffith?. co-untY ' These 
are ttre
on}ythreeFrovid*=eIigib1efor},tAfundedday.
treatment
c. Day treatnent services can not be a cciilponent cf
inpati ent- oi res iCent,iaL t=eatnent sesrices '
D. Day treatment services provided. to chiLdren on school
proFerty arl not considered to b; an rEp-rerated mentar hearth
se=*race. Theref o=", in order to quallfy f gt t{A reiro'bursement ' aprogira' ori"=ea within a schoor must be *nder contract to a
county or to a ccnutrLlnity mental health center '
To apply f or I'IA reinburseuent, please sr:bmit a program
ove=-riew Gescribing the proposed day- treatment progrartr' . Th*
over:vien shouro aeicribe who wirr ba ser-red and the anticipated
average length-of-stay,.!F" tyP? of provider setting' the
co'rposition of l.I.:: ,oitidisciiiitr"ty teau,, hosr the l'II clinical
suElervrsron requrr***"t= witi^b* mel (see berow), how you wirl
insure that day treatuenE se:lrices are ind,ividualry tailored to
Eee: the neecs of eicn i-ndividuar , how clients wirr be encouraged'
ro actj-veLy-pi=ti"iFt.-in *==abrishing and revising treatmentgoals and. oirJectivel , ans, how the =*nri""= wirr- be coordinated
witr other uentar hearth pror,'ia"== ( incruding the county if the
proqrram is county contracled) . prease incrude the forlcwing
i".6=ia1s in Yorrr su'bniss ion:
1. e weekly scneciule of the day treatment
ser:rricei i;; which ygu 
-wish. to biII tlre l'IAprogrem. please inltuAe a brief description
bt t}'e content of each grouP '
?, The na4es , ed.ucational backgrounds,. degrees,Iicens*=)"*=tifications, and HA nurbers for
all staf f and. clinical supeln?isors ( i'e' , the
multid.isciPlinary teau)'
3.Copiesofpolicieswhichdescribetheprograti 
= 
iati==ion, cischarge ' and' lengf'h-Lr-itay criteria.
Page Three
A copy of - the contract is requi.red for all
county contracted vend,ors.
CornpleteC copies of sample representative
ITP's and accorBpanying progress notes .
in adiition, Flease d,ocr::uent that -.he progrran meets the general
criteria listed on page two (A-D) , and sr:-bmit documentation that
the prograrl wil-I meet, the following requirements:
1. Day Treatment se:-rices wiII he provided under
the clinical suFervision of an enrolled
mental healtlr professional. The nane andprovider number of that, person must be
provioed.
2. Supe:*rision of day treatnent will comply with thefollowing provisions of 9505.0323, subpart ID. Note
*.hat supervision of a diagnostic assessment, when
requir€d, must be provided by a board cert,if iedpsychiatrist or one eligible for certification, or
by a licensed ccnsulting psychologist.
9505 . o 323, subpart ID. Clinical Superrision '
"Super-lision" means the process of control anddirection by which a mental health professional r+ho is
a provider accepts fuII professional responsibility for
the supen?isee's actions and decisions , instructs the
Supelrrisee in the sdpenrisee's work, and oversees ordj.rects the work of tlre supernrisee. Ehe process must
meet the conditions in sr:-buitems (A) to (C):
1
lt, The provider must be present and available on
the prernises trore ttran 50 percent of the time
in a five working day period during which the
supernrisee is providing a nental health
selrIrLce.
4
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B. The diagrros.is and the client's individual
treatrnent plan or a changre in the diagnosis
or individual treatment plan must be uade by
or review€d, approv€d, and signred by theprovider.
Every 30 days the supelxlisor uust reviesr and
sign the record of the client's care for all
activities in the preceding 3o-day period-
Fage Four
The aFplication materials should be sent to: -
rt*at'-+;'tf**'*l'^{
I{ental Healtlr PoI icy Deve).opment Unit
tlealth Care Hanagenent Division
444 LafaYette RoadSi. Paul , IO{ 55155-3853
Once a program has been approved by I*IA, any and all subs?Trent
changes- in prograrr contenc, the location of PrograB se::rrices, or
the nr:mfer of hours approved for l,iA reirabursement nust first be
su-bmitted to the Departrnent for aPproval .
receiv approval frou the Henta1 Health PolicyAf ter
Develo
Unit f
eoDv o
ing
Uni ndors should contact the Provider Enrollmentpment t, ve
or enrolluent Eaterials at the address listed helon' Af the countv contract ( fthep is under countv
Provider Enrollment UnitSurreillance and Utilization Revien
444 LafaYette Road
5t. PauI, UN '55155-3851
.-
t
Augsburg CculleEe
George SverdruP l-ibrorY
Minneopolis. MN 55454 t
